
A+W Production Terminal

The A+W Production Terminal is available both as a professional add-on for A+W Production as well as in an entry version for 

A+W Business Pro. 

Both solutions are ideal complements to the A+W Barcode Manager and the A+W Barcode Manager (EL).

The flexible A+W Production Terminals 

support your production process over the 

long term. These high-performance screen 

displays serve workers not just as a compre-

hensive information medium, they also offer 

the opportunity to intervene interactively in 

process control.

The user interface of the A+W Production 

Terminal is extremely flexible and already 

contains a multitude of predefined views 

for various departments in your production. 

In addition, the available elements can be 

positioned flexibly and existing functions 

adapted to additional requirements.

In addition to detailed information about the 

current stock of work, lite structures, fur-

nace assignments, CAD drawings, and the 

customer’s own sketches for the order item 

in question can also be depicted. Depend-

ing on your individual production system, 

you can get a complete and high-perfor-

mance production data collection, whose 

user-friendly keyboard entries can be sup-

plemented with barcode scanners.

As soon as the user makes an entry, quantity 

and status information is booked, necessary 

labels are printed in production sequence, 

and the CNC code is generated.

Optionally, remakes can be cut directly and 

stored separately. Each individual A+W Pro-

duction Terminal is part of the integrated 

communication network with the opportu-

nity to view and output information directly, 

send data to other terminals, and provide 

CNC codes for machines. With this solution, 

you will increase the process overview in 

your production and increase productivity 

thanks to a nearly paperless flow.

Your benefits:

 ⋅ Visualization of lite structures

 ⋅ Display of CAD drawings

 ⋅ Adjustment of the user interface

 ⋅ Increasing process reliability

 ⋅ Fewer production papers

 ⋅ Increased productivity

Interactive process control
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Software for Glass, Windows & Doors

A+W has over 40 years of global market leadership in software for the flat-glass,
window, and door industries for small-, medium-, and large-sized companies.

Our long-term experience is your benefit.

A+W – Your Trusted Advisor

A+W Software Australia

37 Brandl Street

Eight Mile Plains

Queensland, 4113

Australia

Phone + 61 1800 849 233

australia@a-w.com

www.a-w.com

A+W Software USA Inc.

10275 West Higgins Road, Suite 250

Rosemont, Illinois 60018 USA

Phone + 1 312 470 6645 (Main) 

Phone + 1 888 254 2915 (Toll Free)

Fax + 1 847 948 9425

usa@a-w.com

www.a-w.com
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